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Abstract 

In a Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) setting, we show how the cost of a carbon policy for an 
open economy depends on the assumptions made about future exogenous structural changes. For 
dynamic CGE models, we propose an analytical framework derived from static CGE models and 
associate structural changes with the construction of a non-stationary dynamic Social Accounting 
Matrix (SAM). Such matrices are benchmark scenarios that embed the modelers view on how 
technologies and preferences should evolve. These benchmark scenarios must be replicable and relevant 
(by matching what the modeler regards as plausible). To combine these two properties and produce 
alternative benchmark scenarios, we use partial parameter adjustments and general equilibrium 
computation. We produce three alternative benchmark scenarios that differ in terms of energy 
efficiency gains and structural shift in GDP. For each benchmark scenario, we then simulate the GDP 
deviation induced by a shock on carbon price. We show the dependence of the simulated GDP losses 
and terms of trade response on the benchmark scenario considered. 
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1. Introduction

Multi-period computable general equilibrium (CGE) models are widely
used for policy analysis, in particular to assess the effect of environmental
regulation on economic activity. In these models, the price-induced rev-
enue and substitution effects resulting from a counterfactual policy are com-
bined with calibrated exogenous changes of the structure of the economy.
Thus multi-period CGE models where energy is represented include a secu-
lar trend in energy intensity, called Autonomous Energy Efficiency Improve-
ment (AEEI), that adds up to the effects of a counterfactual carbon price
shock. The AEEI can represent assumed future non-price energy conser-
vation policy and shifts in industrial structure toward less energy intensive
activities (Manne and Richels, 1992), but also non-price induced technology-
driven energy efficiency gains (Babiker et al., 2001). Therefore, the AEEI
can significantly limit the long-term cost of reducing emissions (Manne and
Richels, 1992; Webster et al., 2008; Babiker et al., 2008b). In CGE models,
technologies and preferences are in general represented with nested CES pro-
duction functions and, typically, for given elasticities, structural changes are
represented by changes over time of the scaling factors (Manne et al., 1995)
that weight the contributions to production and utility2. Therefore, the cal-
ibration of the scaling factors is very important in multi-period CGE models.

However, the calibration is very difficult to justify empirically. The exis-
tence of time-varying scaling factors corresponds to the notion of biased (or
factor-augmenting) technological change (Hicks, 1963; Acemoglu, 2003), and
the attempts of empirical measurement can be found in the related literature.
There is no consensus about the values of these scaling factors, or about
an approach to estimating them (Henningsen and Henningsen, 2011). As
soon as one allow factor-augmenting technological change, several identifica-
tion problems arise, mainly the separation of total factor productivity, factor
augmenting technological change, and elasticities (Léon-Ledesma et al., 2010;
Klump et al., 2011). Consequently, in multi-period CGE models, the scaling
factors are not calibrated on empirical data but they are adjusted so that
the trajectories produced by the general equilibrium model are in line with
the modeler’s view on how the future might look like. In other words, they
are set so as to replicate a trajectory regarded as relevant. Nevertheless, this
replication is difficult, especially for dynamic forward-looking CGE models.
Here the distinction between forward-looking dynamic CGE models and re-
cursive (myopic) dynamic CGE models is important. This paper especially

2In Section 2, the scaling factors are defined in line with (Manne et al., 1995).
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deals with forward-looking dynamic CGE models3 like G-C-Cubed (McKib-
bin et al., 1999), MS-MRT (Bernstein et al., 1999) and the the dynamic
version of the EPPA model (Babiker et al., 2008a). It is also relevant
for forward-looking energy-environment-economy applied general equilibrium
models such as MERGE (Manne et al., 1995), REMIND (Leimbach et al.,
2010), WITCH (Bosetti et al., 2006) and DICE (Nordhaus and Boyer, 1999).

The recursive inter-temporal CGE models4 can be calibrated using the
benchmark point replication method, used for static CGE models, initiated
by (Mansur and Whalley, 1982) and further developed and explained by
(Rutherford, 1998; Bohringer et al., 2003). In this method, the elasticity
parameters are set first and, in general by referring to other models in lit-
erature. Then scaling factors are computed so that the demand functions
implied by profit or utility maximization (i.e. the conditional demand func-
tions) match the benchmark prices and quantities. In static CGE models
the benchmark point is typically a Social Accounting Matrix (SAM), in the
inter-temporal recursive case it is a sequence of time-indexed SAM. But the
calibration that replicates the sequence of SAM is almost equivalent to the
one that replicates each SAM separately (Paltsev, 2004). By construction, a
SAM has the circular flow property (Sue Wing, 2004), which preserves value
and product and makes it replicable by a static general equilibrium model.
Therefore, the SAM is an extremely helpful auxiliary for the calibration of
static or recursive models.

The calibration of dynamic CGE models, although based on the same
idea of benchmark point replication, is far more problematic, because it can-
not rely on simple static SAM. To be replicable by a dynamic CGE model,
a SAM has to be dynamic. Essentially, it has to represent not only static
but also dynamic circular flows: extending value and product preservation,
across the time periods, throughout the entire model’s horizon. For instance,
the value of an investment should correspond to its rental rate and salvage
value. The construction of such a SAM is extremely complex. Moreover,
any additional features that increase the linkage between the periods of the
model, such as putty-clay production functions (Boucekkine et al., 2008)
would represent additional construction difficulties. Finally, in practice the

3In the remainder of the paper, we use the term dynamic CGE model for ”forward-
looking dynamic CGE model”

4For instance IMACLIM-R (Quirion et al., 2011; Hamdi-Cherif et al., 2010), EPPA
(Paltsev et al., 2005), GEMINI-E3 (Bernard and Vielle, 2009) or GEM-E3 (Proost and
Van Regemorter, 2003).
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calibration of dynamic general equilibrium models is not based on SAM,
which makes difficult the explanation of the calibration procedure. This
may explain why there is no clear and documented calibration procedure,
with calibration often presented as a sort of ”backward engineering exercise”
devoted to produce an equilibrium that can be used as a benchmark scenario.

In a dynamic CGE setting, we analyze the sensitivity of the policy as-
sessment to the modeler’s expectations about the future. We propose an
analytical approach to describe the dynamic CGE calibration process by
drawing a parallel with the static CGE calibration procedure. We show how
the expectations are formulated and embedded in benchmark scenarios that
can be non-stationary (Rutherford, 2009). In such scenarios, relative prices
and relative quantities are not constant on the long-run5, which is the ex-
pression of change in technology and preference. In addition, we stress that
the dependence between expectations and policy analysis can be associated
with the formal notion of sensitivity of the policy simulation results to the
benchmark scenario. This sensitivity to benchmark scenario is here illus-
trated with a dynamic CGE model of carbon leakage model of the French
economy. We conduct analyzes of the same policy shock by adopting alter-
native views on energy efficiency gains and on the share of industry in the
economy. We insist that this paper does not aim at bringing a new assess-
ment of the carbon leakage problem. It stresses that every the multi-period
general equilibrium model is based on some visions of how preferences and
technologies will evolve. It emphasizes that this vision, embedded in the
calibration of the model, influences the policy analysis.

In the environmental economics literature, the carbon leakage is in gen-
eral regarded as the incremental global emission induced by a non-global
emission policy (Siebert, 1979). In this paper, we define the carbon leakage
problem as the emission policy impact on the activity level of the region
where it is implemented and we do not consider the effect on the emissions
in other regions. This definition, that ignores the final effect of the policy
on environment and restricts the impact evaluation to economic activity is
not unusual6. In addition, we will consider only the specialization leakage:

5Note that we deal with calibration on non-stationary benchmark scenarios, while other
authors (Wendner, 1999; Paltsev, 2004) focus on non-steady-state calibration, i.e. a cali-
bration where the initial conditions are not at steady state, but where the economy reaches,
after a transition period (where, for instance, the capital intensity is adjusted), a stationary
growth path.

6The definition has for instance been used by the European Parliament and the Council.
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the change in comparative advantages that results from environmental policy
and leads to a production cost increase and reallocation of energy-intensive
activities in regions with no environmental policy7. Last, we put aside the
emissions-induced and technological spillover externalities8.

In next section we show that in dynamic CGE models the calibration of
scaling factors is associated with the construction of a benchmark scenario
that embeds the modeler’s view on how technologies and preferences should
evolve. In addition we introduce the notion of sensitivity to a benchmark
scenario. The subsequent sections provide illustrate a sensitivity analysis
to benchmark scenarios with a dynamic CGE model addressing the issue of
carbon leakage for the French economy. The model is described in Section
3. In section 4, we explain the construction of alternative benchmark sce-
narios that differ in terms of energy efficiency gains and sectoral structure of
GDP. Finally, in section 5, we compare the responsiveness of sectoral value
added and GDP to a change in carbon price for three alternative benchmark
scenarios. We emphasis the differences in GDP and terms of trade response.
The last section concludes.

2. Calibration of dynamic CGE models on a non-stationary bench-
mark scenarios

To ease the analytical presentation, we consider the class of dynamic CGE
models with Constant Elasticity of Substitution (CES) production functions,
logarithmic inter-temporal utility functions and non-zero prices and quanti-
ties. However, as already mentioned in the introduction, what is presented in
this paper is relevant for several dynamic applied general equilibrium models.

The EU ETS Directives (EU, 2003, 2009) stipulate that the sectors deemed to be exposed
to a significant risk of carbon leakage will receive relatively more free allowances than other
sectors. The sectors or sub-sectors are regarded as deemed to be exposed to a significant
risk of carbon leakage on the basis of sensitiveness of the production cost to the carbon
prices and openness to non-EU trade.

7Marschinski et al. (2009), defined two other canals of carbon leakage: the free-riding
and the supply-side leakage. The free-riding leakage is due to the incentive by a region to
lower provision (more emissions) for the public good (the atmospheric CO2 concentrations)
if other regions decide to reduce their emissions. The supply-side leakage relates to the
negative effect of mitigation policies on fossil fuel prices that may cause a rebound of fossil
fuel consumption in non signatory regions.

8The literature about technological spillovers (Di Maria and van der Werf, 2008) puts
forward, the contribution of policy-induced technological changes and technology diffusion
to limiting the carbon leakage.
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2.1. Scaling factors in dynamic CGE models

We use a general representation of CGE models in line with Rutherford
(2009), where we define V as the concatenation of variables representing
quantities, prices and household revenues.
The general equilibrium conditions can be represented by a system of equa-
tions9 linking a vector V to a policy instrument vector τ (e.g a tax rate):

H(V, τ, a,Σ) = 0 (1)

This system is parameterized by values that take into account preferences
and technologies: a vector Σ of elasticities of substitution and a vector a
of time-dependent scaling factors. The scaling factors are multiplicative pa-
rameters that: (i) weight the inputs in a production function and (ii) weight
the instantaneous utilities in the inter-temporal utility function.

To give a concrete view of what the scaling factors are, we consider a
model with T time periods. We note N the set of production sectors (indus-
tries) and J the set of commodities and factors used as inputs.
If the technologies are CES, they can be represented as:

Zi,t =

[∑
k

ai,k,tQ
σi−1

σi
i,k,t

] σi
σi−1

, i ∈ N, k ∈ J (2)

Where Zi,t is sector i output and Qi,k,t is sector i input of type k.
If the inter-temporal utility function is logarithmic, we have:

W =
T∑
t=1

βt logCt (3)

Without loss of generality, we add the restriction
∑
βt = 1. The scaling

factors vector a is defined as:

a = (ai,k,t, βt)i∈N,k∈J,t≤T (4)

9We here consider that the general equilibrium is formulated in the Mixed Comple-
mentarity Problem (MCP) form proposed by Mathiesen (1985).

0 ≤ H(V, τ̄ , a,Σ)⊥V ≥ 0

The Mathiesen MCP formulation allows for idle capacity (zero production) and zero prices.
It is therefore fit to deal with problems where constraints are occasionally binding. In our
model V > 0 at equilibrium, therefore the solutions of the MCP and the SNE (H=0) are
equivalent.
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The evolution of the scaling factors through time typically takes into account
the increase in demographic growth and the increase in labor productivity.
But more generally it reflects the evolution of technologies (ai,j,k) and prefer-
ences (βt), i.e. changes in consumption and input demand that are not price
induced. For instance, in energy-economy models, the autonomous energy
efficiency improvements (AEEI), that represent non price-induces changes in
energy demand, are modeled through variations of the scaling factors asso-
ciated with the energy inputs.

Policy analysis in CGE models is based on evaluating the dependence
of V to the policy parameter τ . This evaluation is typically assessed by
comparing the results of a benchmark policy to counterfactual (alternative)
policies. The differences obtained are indeed contingent to the scaling factors
chosen. In order to understand this dependence we have to describe how the
scaling factors are calibrated.

2.2. CGE model calibration on a benchmark scenario

The possible calibration procedures for CGE models are presented in
Figure 1. The empirical estimation of the elasticity parameters and scaling
factors, presented in column 1, is difficult, as stressed in the introduction of
this paper. Because of these difficulties, CGE models calibration is based on
a the benchmark points calibration method presented in columns 2 and 3.

The elasticity parameters are chosen a priori, if possible from the liter-
ature, but very often by the rule of thumb. A benchmark scenario, noted
(V̄ ,τ̄) is set a priori and the scaling factors are adjusted so as to match with
this scenario. Therefore, they are an implicit function of this benchmark.

a = a(τ̄ , V̄ ,Σ) (5)

The scaling factors are computed so that the conditional input demands
in the various industrial sectors and the Marshallian demand functions of
the household replicate the benchmark. From equations (2) and (3), these
functions are10:

Qi,k,t = aσii,k,t

(
πi,t
πk,t

)σi
Zi,t

Ct = βtM/πt

10See Varian (1992).
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Dynamic CGE (I) Static CGE Dynamic CGE (II)

Assumed or empirically

estimated values for Σ

+ +
Static benchmark Dynamic benchmark

scenario: scenario:

Empirically Observed Assumed future

estimated Σ and at Transactions transactions
(V0, τ0) (V̄t, τ̄t)t≤T

↓ ↓
Calibration of a0 Calibration of at

a0 = a0(V0, τ0) at = at(V̄t, τ̄t)

↓ ↓ ↓
Benchmark equilibrium Benchmark equilibrium Benchmark equilibrium

(V ?
t , τ̄t)t≤T (V ?

0 , τ0) (V ?
t , τ̄t)t≤T

↓ ↓ ↓
Response to policy shocks

Figure 1: Calibration of CGE models

where πi is the price of sector i output, πk is the price of input k, M is the
present-value sum of household’s incomes and πc is the present value price
of the consumption good price at period t. If assigning to the variables their
benchmark values, we can easily identify the scaling factors:

ai,k,t =

(
π̄k,tQ̄i,k,t

π̄i,tZ̄i,t

)(
Z̄i
Q̄i,k,t

)σi−1

σi

, βt =
π̄c,tC̄t
M̄

Once the scaling factors are obtained, the general equilibrium is solved and
counterfactual policies can be simulated. However, before conducting coun-
terfactual policy analysis, it is natural to wonder whether in the benchmark
policy case (i.e. when τ = τ̄) the equilibrium replicates the benchmark sce-
nario.

In the static case, the benchmark scenario is in general a SAM. By defi-
nition, a SAM is a collection of observed transaction data (V0, τ0) that meet
a circular flow property (Sue Wing, 2004). This property ensures the conser-
vation of value and quantity. More precisely, that the household’s revenue
is equal to the value of its factor endowments, that firms’ activities yield
zero profits (the value of output must be equal to the value of inputs) and
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that demand is equals supply for the various commodities. The circular flow
property of the SAM ensures that they are replicated at equilibrium in the
benchmark policy case (replication check).

H(V̄ , τ̄ , a(V̄ , τ̄ ,Σ),Σ) = 0 (6)

That is the reason why the SAM are very helpful auxiliary for CGE modelers
and why we can consider that, once the elasticity parameters are set the
calibration of CGE model is almost equivalent to the construction of SAM.

2.3. Benchmark scenarios as replicable and relevant scenarios

Dynamic calibration is based on the same idea of replicating a bench-
mark scenario set (V̄t, τ̄t) that represents relevant future transactions, i.e, a
relevant evolution of the structure of the economy.
The difficulty is that one cannot rely on a SAM as in the static case to en-
sure replicability, one has to extend the notion of SAM and replicability to
a dynamic setting. In addition the transaction information we need is not
only observed, but also projected data, and the corresponding view on how
the economy will evolve must make sense. We call replicability and rele-
vance these two requirement for the benchmark scenario. If defining SCREP
and SCREL as the spaces of replicable and relevant scenarios, a benchmark
scenario (V̄ , τ̄) must be such that:

(V̄ , τ̄) ∈ SCREP ∩ SCREL

The properties of SCREP can be defined by purely mathematical conditions.
However, the set SCREL is a univocal construction of the modeler.

2.3.1. Replicability

Replicability conditions are basically the extension of the static circu-
lar flows property that characterize SAM to transactions involving inter-
temporal flows of product and value, such as lending and borrowing behav-
iors. In other words, a dynamic replicable scenario is an inter-temporal SAM.
The more inter-temporal constraints in the model, the most difficult the dy-
namic SAM construction is. In addition, unlike static SAM an inter-temporal
SAM, must contain not only monetary values, but it has also to specify price
system to disentangle real and nominal changes through time11.
Mathematically, the set of replicable scenario SREP is defined as:

SCREP ≡ {(V̄ , τ̄) such that there exists a that solves H(V̄ , τ̄ , a,Σ) = 0} (7)

11In static model, real and nominal values can be regarded as equivalent, by setting
arbitrarily the prices to 1.
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If the parameter a is free, the problem H(V, τ, a,Σ) = 0 has as much equa-
tions as the general equilibrium problem (1), but it has as many additional
variables as there are of scaling factors. If there are numerous scaling factors,
the dimension of SCREP is potentially high. In addition, the set SCREP is
typically non convex, because (1) is not convex.

2.3.2. Relevance

The data set must contain a full time path of future, and therefore as-
sumed, transactions between agents. It is very difficult to assess the relevance
of such assumptions. In general the relevance is regarded as the similarity
with external projections. Very often, the benchmark is made so as to be
consistent with projections delivered by the most reliable or informed sources
such as, for energy, the IEA World Energy Outlook or the EIA International
Energy Outlook.
In multi-models exercises of policy simulation, such as Clarke et al. (2009) or
USCCSP (2007), the benchmark is based on a common pool of assumptions.
However, if there are no projections available, the modeler has to rely on
more personal assumptions.

The set of relevant scenarios can be seen as:

SCREL = {(V̄ , τ̄) such that HREL(V̄ , τ̄ , B) ≤ 0}

Where the mapping HREL and the parameters B are defined by the modeler.
In large scale models, it is difficult in practice to translate the relevance
conditions from external projections to HREL and B. In addition, the over-
specification of the system can lead to non-compatibility with replicability
conditions.

2.3.3. Combining replicability and relevance

If using this definition of relevance, the computation of a replicable and
relevant scenario (equation 7), is equivalent to searching (V̄ , τ̄) such that:

(V̄ , τ̄) ∈ SCREP (8)

HREL(V̄ , τ̄ , B) ≤ 0 (9)

There is no guarantee that such a (V̄ , τ̄) exists. It does not if, for example,(9)
is over determined by constraints and bounds. However, if (9) is not suffi-
ciently determined, the only scenarios solving equations (8) and (9) are an
economically absurd scenario (e.g. extreme values). One need to have a
system (HREP , B) sufficiently large to rule out all the ”non-relevant” cases
such as extreme values, or erratic variations, without the background of the

10



Direct SAM computation Heuristic search

Observed (V̄0, τ̄0)

↓ +
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estimated Σ

↓
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at = a0(V̄0, τ̄0)

↓
Find (V̄t, τ̄t)t≤T Equilibrium with constant preferences and technologies

Such that (V ?
0,t, τ̄t)

(V̄ , τ̄) ∈ SCREP ↓
HREL(V̄ , τ̄) ≤ B Extraction of sector-specific benchmarks

↓ ↓
Industries Consumption

(V
?(i)
0,t , τ̄t)i∈N (V

?(c)
0,t , τ̄t)

↓ ↓
Partial adjustment Partial adjustment

V̄
?(i)
t = V

?(i)
0,t + ∆

(i)
t V̄

?(c)
0,t = V

?(c)
t + ∆

(c)
t

↓ ↓
Re-calibration Re-calibration

a
(i)
t = a

(i)
t (V̄

?(i)
t , τ̄t) a

(c)
t = a

(c)
t (V̄

?(c)
t , τ̄t)

↓ ↓
non-stationary benchmark equilibrium (V ?

t , τ̄t)

taken as benchmark scenario (V̄t, τ̄t) = (V ?
t , τ̄t)

Figure 2: Computation of dynamic SAM
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theoretical properties of economic models. Therefore, the specification of
(HREP , B) must be exhaustive. The problem HREP ≤ B can have more
equations than H = 0. In addition, the risk of over-specification increases.

2.4. Heuristic search

Another approach avoids the daunting task of specifying mathematical
conditions for SCREL. It consists in specifying scaling factors and solving
problem 1 to generate replicable scenario and in adjusting these factors so as
to attain a relevant replicable scenario. This is the method used in practice
by applied general equilibrium modelers. It is presented in Figure 2.

First, a scenario (V ?
0,t, τ̄t) with constant preferences and technologies is

generated by calibrating all the scaling factors on a base-year SAM. The
partial benchmark scenarios, one for each industry and one for the represen-
tative consumer, are extracted from (V ?

0,t, τ̄t). They are noted (V
?(i)
t , τ̄t)i∈N

for industries and (V
?(c)
t , τ̄t) for the consumer. The partial benchmark sce-

narios are independently adjusted by means of user-defined shifts (∆
(i)
t )i∈N

and ∆
(c)
t . They reflect the modeler’s beliefs about the changes in input in-

tensity and consumption profiles that are not price-induced, but that are due
to changes in technologies and preferences.
Scaling factors are re-computed, on the basis of the readjusted partial bench-
marks, and the CGE model is solved. The general equilibrium outcome takes
into account the changes in technologies preference. This equilibrium sce-
nario can be used as a benchmark scenario. By definition, it is replicable.
In addition, it conveys the modeler’s assumptions expressed into ∆. The
re-adjusted sectoral benchmarks are not necessarily replicated. But appro-
priate choice of ∆ allows the modeler to obtain a benchmark scenario that
approaches the non-stationary dynamics he desired, at least in terms of the
sign of direction of changes in input intensity.

This principle, although rarely documented, is very often used by dynamic
applied equilibrium modelers, where playing with sectorial benchmark data
is the key for attaining a satisfactory benchmark scenario.

2.5. Dependence of the policy response to the benchmark scenario

To conclude these theoretical considerations we can show how the bench-
mark scenario influences policy analysis in a dynamic CGE model.
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The general equilibrium V with the counterfactual policy τ solves:

H(V, τ, a(V̄ , τ̄ ,Σ),Σ) = 0

If the user-defined benchmark scenario is (V̄ , τ̄), it is replicated in the bench-
mark policy case (τ = τ̄):

H(V̄ , τ̄ , a(V̄ , τ̄ ,Σ),Σ) = 0

When writing the scaling factors as functions of the benchmark scenario and
the elasticities, we obtain a normalized-form model. In this formulation, the
variables and policies instruments are expressed in terms of ratio with respect
to the benchmark scenario values. Note that this normalized formulation
can be more directly implemented, by expressing the various functions of the
model in calibrated share form. The calibrated share forms are very useful for
formulating CGE models (Rutherford, 1998). More recently, the normalized
form have been widely used for deriving the analytical properties of dynamic
growth model with CES production functions (Klump and Preissler, 2000;
Klump and de La Grandville, 2000; Klump and Saam, 2006).
The normalized form of the model can be written as:

H ′(
V

V̄
,
τ

τ̄
, V̄ , τ̄ ,Σ) = 0 (10)

By (10), we can see that the deviation form the benchmark (V
V̄

) is an implicit
function of the policy deviation ( τ

τ̄
). If we note this implicit function H, and

if we define it from the space of the possible deviation to the space of the
possible general equilibrium outcome, we have:

HV̄ ,τ̄ ,Σ :
τ

τ̄
7→ V

V̄
(11)

This implicit function is parameterized by the benchmark scenario path and
by the elasticities. Therefore the model simulates the deviation from a bench-
mark scenario responding to a deviation in the value of the policy instrument,
for given (i) elasticity parameters Σ and (ii) benchmark scenario (V̄ , τ̄).
Note that in the benchmark policy case, there are no deviations from the
benchmark scenario, and from equation (10) we have:

HV̄ ,τ̄ ,Σ(1) = 1

This is the equivalent in terms of deviation of the replication check.
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As the model is dynamic, equation (11) does not describe only intra-
period propagation of the policy shock in the economy, but also, how the
shock propagates through time. If adding time indexes, (11) becomes:

HV̄0,...,V̄T ,τ̄0,...,τ̄T ,Σ : (1,
τ1

τ̄1

, ...
τT
τ̄T

) 7→ (1,
V1

V̄1

, ...,
VT
V̄T

) (12)

The function H can be interpreted as a response function, giving the dynam-
ics, of the economy’s response to a change in the policy instrument trajectory.
The magnitude of the deviation caused by a change in policy depends on the
present and the assumed future structure of the economy (V̄0, ..., V̄T , τ̄0, ..., τ̄T )
chosen as a benchmark scenario. The intuitive explanation is that while, in
static CGE models, the response to the policy shock depends on the struc-
ture of the economy at a given period used as a benchmark, in dynamic CGE
models the response to the policy shock depends on the benchmark scenario
that indicates how the structure of the economy is expected to evolve.

3. Model description

We specify a dynamic CGE model (McKibbin et al., 1999; Balistreri and
Rutherford, 2001; Bernstein et al., 1999; Babiker et al., 2008a) of an open
economy with three production sectors and four commodities. The rest of
the world is represented in a generic way, by specifying import supply func-
tions and export demand functions for the various commodities (Boadway
and Treddenick, 1978). We model asymmetric climate policy by introducing
an exogenous carbon price in the model with no effect on the import supply
and export demand functions. This price can be interpreted as a tax or as
the market price of carbon resulting from a cap-and-trade system.

We consider an economy with a representative household, four goods
(indexed by j) and three industrial sectors (indexed by i). Time is indexed by
t. The goods are fossil energy (f), electric energy (e), energy-intensive goods
(is) and non energy-intensive goods (ns). The input-output structure of the
economy is summarized in Table 1. The rows represent goods, the columns
represent industrial sectors. The cells with a zero value are in gray. There
is a domestic production sector for electric energy, energy-intensive and non
energy-intensive goods but not for fossil energy which is totally imported. In
addition, there is international trade of the energy and non energy-intensive
goods. Following the Armington paradigm (Armington, 1969), the products
are distinguished by their place of production. The production activities in
the industrial sectors require intermediate consumption, capital and labor.
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Resources

Imported Domestic
f
e
is
ns

Int. Cons.

e is ns

Final Use
Capital

Cons. Export e is ns

Table 1: Table of resource and use in product

The capital is sector specific. It is a mix of energy-intensive and non energy-
intensive goods bundled in fixed (exogenous) proportions. The labor mobility
between the sectors is limited.

The variables of the model are listed in Appendix A. For the details of
the general equilibrium conditions, the reader can refer to Appendix C.

3.1. Production functions and vintages

The adjustment of an economy to changes in energy prices is limited on
the short run by the technology choices previously made. In our model,
this effect is captured by putty-clay production functions (Boucekkine et al.,
2008). We consider that production comes from different vintages of equip-
ment. At each period, the producer chooses the capacity and the input mix
on the basis of a production function representing the technologies available.
Then the proportion of inputs remains fixed for the following periods. For
simplification, we consider that all the equipment decay with the same ex-
ogenous exponential rate, i.e. at each period (Manne et al. (1995)), a fraction
δ of the equipment is decayed.

For the three industrial sectors the technologies available for each vintage
are represented by CES production functions. In each sector i, each vintage
can produce an output zi,t using intermediate goods (xi,j,t), capital (ki,t) and
efficient labor (li,t).
The total industry-specific intermediate good, capital, and efficient labor
demand are noted Xi,j,t, Ki,t and Li,t. The total output is noted Zi,t and
Ji is the set of goods used as intermediate consumptions in sector i. The
production technology in sector i can be represented as:

zi,t =

[∑
j∈Ji

a(prod),i,j,tx
σi−1

σi
i,j,t + a(prod),i,L,tl

σi−1

σi
i,t + a(prod),i,K,tk

σi−1

σi
i,t

] σi
σi−1

(13)

i = e, is, ns
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The dynamics of input and output is:

Zi,t+1 = Zi,t(1− δ) + zi,t+1 , Xi,j,t+1 = Xi,j,t(1− δ) + xi,j,t+1

Ki,t+1 = Ki,t(1− δ) + ki,t+1 , Li,t+1 = Li,t(1− δ) + li,t+1

The long-term elasticity of substitution is σi. Higher σi implies more possi-
bilities of substitution between the different inputs, in particular between the
energy and non-energy inputs. Therefore, this parameter has an important
influence on the ability of the sector to adapt to changes in the energy mar-
ket with little added-value losses. The parameters a(prod) are scaling factors
which represent exogenous increase of the productivity of the different inputs
and in particular the AEEI dynamics.

The investment good for each sector is produced from energy-intensive
and non-energy intensive goods combined throught a Leontief technology. If
IV denotes the quantities of energy-intensive and non energy-intensive goods
assigned to the production of the goods I, we have:

Ii,t = min
IV

{
a(capital),i,is,tIVi,is,t, a(capital),i,ns,tIVi,ns,t

}
j = e, is, ns (14)

The parameters a(capital) are scaling factors reflecting the productivity of the
energy-intensive and non energy-intensive inputs in capital production.

The consumption good, noted Ut, is a composite of the various goods:
fossil fuels, electricity, energy-intensive and non energy-intensive goods which
are combined through a CES production function. If we note Cj,t the quantity
of good j included in the composite good at time t, we have:

Ut =

[∑
j

a(cons),j,tC

σC,j−1

σC,j

j,t

] σC,j
σC,j−1

(15)

The scaling factors a(cons),j,t represent the relative preferences of the house-
holds for the various goods and σC,j is the household’s elasticity of substitu-
tion between the various goods.

3.2. Foreign trade

The energy and non-energy intensive goods can be supplied by the do-
mestic industry or imported. Following the Armington paradigm, we assume
that there is imperfect substitutability between the imported (IM) and the
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domestic product (Z). The quantity Y of good available to the French econ-
omy is given by:

Yj,t =

[
a(dom),j,tZ

σY,j−1

σY,j

j,t + a(for),j,tIM

σY,j−1

σY,j

j,t

] σY,j
σY,j−1

j = is, is (16)

Where σY,j is the Armington elasticity . If σY,j is high, small changes in
domestic prices can lead to an important switch of consumption towards the
foreign goods. σY,j can be also regarded as a measure of good’s homogeneity.
The higher the σY,j, the more homogenous domestic and foreign goods are. A
high σY,j implies a higher response of the industry to changes in input prices
as less differentiation increases the cost competition. The parameters a(dom)

and a(for) are scaling factors reflecting the preferences for the domestic and
foreign products.

The various products can be imported or exported. We use a closed-
form representation of the rest-of-the world. It intervenes in the model by
means of foreign supply functions (supply for import) and foreign demand of
domestic goods (demand for exports). Such specifications were introduced by
Boadway and Treddenick (1978) and are discussed in Goulder et al. (1983).
The supply for imports represents the way the foreign price can be influenced
by an increase in the domestic demand. The prices of imported and exported
goods PIWCj,t and PDWCj,t are expressed in foreign currencies and in
current values considering the following relation:

IMj,t = a(im),j,tPIWC
σIM,j
j,t , j = is, ns (17)

The parameter σIM,j is the price elasticity of import supply. As we will con-
sider a small economy (France), the domestic demand weights little in the
global demand and won’t affect the price of non-domestic products j. In this
case, it is reasonable to assume a high σIM,j, since σIM,j is related albeit not
straightforwardly to the price elasticity of supply for foreign goods. The pa-
rameters aim are scaling factors representing the ability of foreign producers
to supply the domestic market for a given price. Note that there is no supply
for import of fossil fuel as we assumed exogenous fossil fuel prices.
The demand for exports (rest of the world demand for exports) is a decreas-
ing function of the export price.

EXj,t = a(ex),j,tPDWC
−σEX,j
j,t , j = is, is (18)

The parameter σEX,j represents the price elasticity of foreign demand to do-
mestic price. A high value of σEX,j means that if the price of the domestic
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product increases, there will be an important decrease in foreign demand.
Therefore, σEX,j can be interpreted as a parameter measuring the degree
of differentiation between the French good on the foreign market. The pa-
rameters, a(ex) are scaling factors representing the propensity of the foreign
economies to consume French products for a given domestic product price.

We assume an exogenous trade balance deficit noted ¯DEF t at each pe-
riod.

¯DEF t =
∑

j=f,is,ns

PIWCj,t · IMj,t −
∑

j=is,ns

PDWCj,t · EXj,t (19)

The trade deficit, denoted ¯DEF t, is expressed in current foreign currencies.
It corresponds to the foreign savings directed to the French economy. In
the rest of the paper we will call it indifferently trade deficit or foreign sav-
ings. The exogenous trade balance is respected through the adjustment of
an exogenous exchange rate noted EXRt that represents the terms of trade.

3.3. CO2 emissions

The CO2 emissions (EM) in this economy are proportional to the total
use of fossil energy (from the households and the industrial sectors). If er is
the emission rate of the fossil energy, we have:

EMt = er

[∑
i

Xi,f,t + Cf,t

]

The use of non-electric energy causes CO2 emissions which are submitted
to a tax TAXco2,t whose revenues are lump-sum transfers to the households.
Note that the only means to decrease emissions is to decrease fossil/fuel con-
sumption. Emissions are proportional to fossil fuel consumption and imports
in the model.

3.4. Utility function

The household’s preferences are represented by an inter-temporal time
separable utility functions W :

W =
∑
t

βt logUt,
∑
t

βt = 1 (20)

The parameter β is the social discount factor. The households maximize
their utility under inter-temporal budget constraints. The logarithmic inter-
temporal utility function corresponds to an elasticity of saving with respect
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to the interest rate equal to 1. Moreover, with a monotonous transformation
(state the expression in exponential), the function becomes Cobb-Douglas,
with βt the value-share of each period’s discounted consumption expenses
HCt in total discounted consumption expenses E. Therefore at the house-
hold’s optimum, we have:

HCt ≡ PUtUt = βtE (21)

3.5. Limited labor mobility

The household is endowed with an exogenous total labor ¯LTO quantity
and thus the total labor ¯ltot+1 newly available is also exogenous:

ltot+1 = ¯ltot+1 = ¯LTOt+1 − (1− δ) ¯LTOt (22)

To represent sector-specific marginal productivity of labor at equilibrium
(Casas, 1984), we limit the labor mobility between the industrial sectors.
We link ¯lto and the labor quantity li endogenously allocated to the indus-
trial sectors by using constant elasticity of transformation (CET) functions
(Horvath, 2000):

¯ltot =

[∑
i

a(labor),i,tl
σL+1

σL
i,t

] σL
σL+1

(23)

The parameter σL represents the elasticity of substitution between labor from
the different sectors. In the limit cases, when σL = 0 there is no labor mo-
bility, when σL = +∞ the labor mobility is perfect. The scaling factors
a(labor),i,t represent the weights of the various sectors in the efficient labor
supply.

Once the household has chosen to put efficient labor l in a vintage, this
labor is bound to the vintage and decreases at the exogenous rate of decay,
so that we can write the recursive formula:

Li,t+1 = (1− δ)Li,t + li,t+1, i = e, is, ns (24)

Note that in this representation, when one unit of labor is assigned to a sec-
tor, it cannot move to another sector later on. This restriction adds up to
the limited labor mobility involved by the CET representation.

The general equilibrium conditions are specified in Appendix C. The
problem obtained has 5801 variables and 5801 constraints. The numerical
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computation is done with GAMS and the CONOPT3 solver (Drud, 1996)12.

4. Generation of alternative benchmark scenarios

The model contains several macroeconomic functions, therefore several
scaling factors that have to be calibrated (see Table D.7). We calibrate
the scaling factors on three alternative benchmark scenarios representing
alternative evolutions of the French economy. In the first benchmark scenario,
we assume no technological changes or preference changes. In the second
scenario the technological change improves the energy efficiency. In the last
scenario, the share of energy-intensive activities in GDP decreases through
time.
These scenarios are generated using the partial adjustment method presented
in Section 2. First, we construct a base year SAM and we set the elasticity
parameters, then we calibrate the model on a base year. We operate shifts
on the sectoral scenario reflecting the expected structural change. Finally,
we recalibrate the scaling factors and obtain a benchmark scenario that takes
into account our assumptions.

4.1. Base-year data

The base-year data can be summarized in different tables. Table 2 shows
the aggregated resource and use in products. It merely represents for each
product j the accounting relationship between the value of the product avail-
able (rows ”resource in products”), and the different uses as intermediate
consumptions (in the rows ”intermediate consumption”), final household con-
sumption, export and use for capital accumulation (in the rows ”final use in
products”). This table, contains values in billions euros that were computed
from very disaggregated data available on the Eurostat Website13. Note that
these data are for 2007, but they will be used as a proxy for 2010 that is the
base year of our model. By definition, the Gross Domestic Product is equal
to the sum of sectoral added-values (output minus intermediate consump-
tions). In 2007, it is equal to 1641 billion euros (1657+434−3, 5−258−188)

The energy-intensive sector added value represents 18% of the GDP (100×
(251+298−258)/1641, but it weights for more than 50% of the intermediate
fossil fuel consumption (100× (25)/(3.5 + 25 + 21)). The share of electricity

12As an alternative, one could have tried to write and solve the model using
GAMS/MPSGE (Rutherford, 1998) and the PATH solver (Dirkse and Ferris, 1995)

13http : //epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page/portal/esa95supplyuseinputtables/data/workbooks
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intermediate consumption used in the is sector is 36% (100× (7)/(7 + 12)).
In addition, Table 2 shows that the energy consumption is more balanced
between firms and households for electricity energy than for fossil fuels.

The fossil fuel expenses are very limited in the electricity sector (3.5 bil-
lion euros for an electricity output of 37.22 billions euros). This is explained
by the extreme predominance of nuclear in the French power production ca-
pacity (about 78% of the power production is from nuclear). Therefore, we
can expect a very limited effect of CO2 tax on the power price.

In order to compute base-year quantities corresponding to the base-year
expenses, we have to introduce a price system. By convention, we set the
base-year price of the is and ns goods and products to 1. This is equiva-
lent to consider a price index to compute real values from nominal values.
The level of the base-year index is not important for is and ns goods and
products, since they are macroeconomic aggregates without specific measure-
ment units. However, for electricity and non-electric energy, which can be
regarded as physical variables, it is important to preserve units, in particular
as we need to relate the carbon tax to the fossil-fuel energy price. In order
to match the energy data of France taken from Eurostat, we have chosen a
base-year price of 12 Euros per GJ of fossil fuels and 70 euros per MWh for
power price, as shown in Table 3.

Base-year sectoral wage rates and labor breakdown are shown on Table 4.
The energy intensive sector represents 11% of the labor. There are significant
wage differences between the sectors. Wages are higher in the electric and
energy-intensive sectors than in the non energy-intensive sector.
Assuming a 5% rate of decay and a given sectoral growth of capital, the base-
year capital stocks in the various sectors can be inferred from the base-year
investment in these sectors.
For simplification, we have not taken into account the CO2 tax for the base
year. The values assigned to the various elasticity parameters are presented
in Tables 5.

4.2. Three alternative benchmark scenarios

The sensitivity analysis is conducted by comparing the outcomes from 3
benchmark scenarios based on 3 alternative expectations. The scenarios are
presented in Table 6. They were build with the partial adjustment method.
Therefore, their content has not been fully controlled. However, with this
method, it has been possible to build scenarios that represent very different
possible evolutions of the structure of the economy in terms of energy prices,
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resource in products intermediate consumption
PIjIMj PDjZDj PeXe,j PisXis,j PisXns,j

f 74.45 3.5 25 21
e 37.22 7 12
is 294 251 155
ns 124 1368 226

total 492 1657 3.5 258 188

final use in products
PjCj PDjEXj PVeIVe,j PVisIVis,j PVnsIVns,j

f 25.26
e 17.63
is 148 298 4 34.8 203
ns 1157 136 1.8 15.64 91

total 1348 434 5.8 50.47 295
Notes: the values are in billion current 2007 euros.

Source: Eurostat and authors’ computation

Table 2: Resource and use in products for the French economy in 2007

base-year prices
PIj PDj Pj PVj

f 12a

e 70b 70b 1
is 1 1 1 1
ns 1 1 1 1
Note: a in Euro per GJ .
b in Euro per MWh.

Table 3: Base-year price system

labor market
W a
i Lbi

e 67.83 0.118
is 45.47 2.81
ns 35.69 22.4
Note: a in thousands Euro per year .
b in million workers.

Table 4: Base-year labour force and average annual wage
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Elasticity Value
σe 0.2
σis 0.2
σns 0.7
σY,is 2
σY,ns 0.8
σIM,is 10
σIM,ns 10
σEX,is 5
σEX,ns 2
σC 0.8
σL 1

Table 5: Elasticity values

sector-specific AEEI, sectoral breakdown between energy-intensive and non
energy-intensive activities.

The first benchmark scenario, called ”technological stagnation” (TS), rep-
resents a situation where preferences and technologies remain the same and
where the growth rate of the economy is around 1.5%. The various sectors
have quite similar growth rate. The oil price stagnates, and the CO2 price
increases by 5% per year. This benchmark is computed by assuming that the
scaling factors are constant through time and equal to their base-year value.
The only non-constant parameter is the carbon tax level.
We see on Table 6 that the benchmark scenario reproduces well the desired
1.5% GDP growth rate that remains well balanced among the various indus-
trial sectors. The increasing carbon price involves a slowdown of fossil-fuel
consumption (see Figure 4). But the emissions keep on increasing. Except
CO2 price and emissions trajectories, the relative prices and relative quantity
remain almost constant.

In the second benchmark scenario, ”energy efficiency” (EF), we aimed at
creating a situation where AEEI leads to a better fossil fuel efficiency in the
various sectors. The CO2 price is the same as in TS. But unlike TS, the fossil
fuel price is not constant and increases through time at an annual 2% rate
(see Table 6). As in the TS scenario the economy is assumed to growth at
an annual rate of around 1.5%.
This benchmark scenario is obtained by computing the scaling factors on
values taken from TS that are then readjusted. In this readjustment the TS
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Description Technological Energy De-
Stagnation Efficiency industrialization

(TS) (EF) (DI)
Fossil fuel pricea 0 2
CO2 taxa 5%
Energy efficiency
improvement

Price induced yes yes yes
AEEI no yes no
Sectoral shift no no yes

Value added a,b

e 1.56 1.31 1.49
is 1.45 1.31 0.52
ns 1.50 1.34 1.76

GDPa,b 1.49 1.33 1.59
Notes: a percent annual growth rate, b real values.

Table 6: Summary description of the benchmark scenarios

fossil fuel intermediate and household final consumptions are downgraded,
so as to growth at a lower rate. The fossil fuels imports are also scaled
down. Once the scaling factors have been re-calibrated, the general equilib-
rium model is solved, with a higher exogenous fossil-fuel price.
In the benchmark scenario obtained, the combination of AEEI and increasing
fossil-fuel and CO2 prices leads to a decrease in fossil fuel consumption and
in emissions, as shows Figure 4. The GDP growth remains close to 1.5% per
year and it is well balanced among the sectors (see Figure 3).

The last benchmark scenario, ”deindustrialization” (DI), aims at repre-
senting a situation where, as in TS, there is no AEEI, but where the GDP
growth is driven to the non energy intensive sector, while the energy-intensive
sector stagnates. In addition, as in the EF scenario, fossil-fuel prices and CO2

prices increase. This benchmark scenario is obtained by computing the scal-
ing factors by readjusting the TS values. This readjustment concerns the
demand for energy-intensive goods, the demand for investment and inter-
mediate and final household consumption. On Table 6, we see that in the
scenario obtained, the GDP growth is higher than in the other scenario. It is
driven by the non-energy intensive sector growth while the growth is very low
in the energy-intensive sector. Fossil fuel consumption and CO2 emissions
increase, but at a slow rate, as shows Figure 4.
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Figure 3: Output growth rate in the is and ns sectors for the various benchmark scenarios

5. Sensitivity to the benchmark scenario

We compare the outcome of a policy shock on the model’s results for
the various scenarios. We compute response functions (see section 2.5) and
present them as percent deviations from the benchmark scenario.

The policy shock takes the form of a long-lasting positive shock on CO2

prices. In the various benchmark scenarios, the real CO2 price increases by
2% annually. Starting from 15 euros per ton in 2011, it reaches 100 euros
per ton in 2050. The counterfactual policy corresponds to a long-lasting in-
crease in CO2 price. From 2020 on, the CO2 price doubles compared with
its benchmark value.

The effect of the tax on emissions is shown in Figure 5. The emissions de-
crease since the very beginning of the model’s horizon. Prior to 2020, because
of anticipation about an increase in carbon prices, there is less investment
in new vintages, and the installed vintages are more capital intensive and
less energy intensive. The carbon tax shock in 2020 leads to a sharp drop
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Figure 4: Electric and fossil fuel consumption growth in the various benchmark scenarios

in emissions that is largely driven by the decrease in households fossil fuel
consumption, while, in the industrial sectors, the adjustment of demand is
slowed-down by the vintage structure of capital. Emissions keep on diverging
from the benchmarks. For the same CO2 price, the emissions reduction re-
alized depends on the benchmark scenario chosen. Emissions reductions are
higher with technological stagnation (scenario TS). The main explanation is
that unlike the TS benchmark scenario, the Energy Efficiency and Deindus-
trialization benchmark scenarios assume an increasing fossil fuel price (see
figure 6). The price increase limits the share of the carbon price in the end-
user fossil fuel price (that includes both fossil-fuel price and the cost of the
related CO2 emissions) and makes it less sensitive to percent deviations in
CO2 prices than with the Energy efficiency benchmark scenario.

The CO2 tax shock leads first to a production cost increase and therefore to
an increase of the prices of the French products with respect to the prices of
the foreign products. This loss of price competitiveness can be observed on
the upward shifts in terms of trade presented in Figure 5. The shift is par-
ticularly important when no technological improvement is assumed (scenario
TS). It is less pronounced when autonomous energy efficiency improvements
are expected (scenario EF) as the AEEI limits the exposure of the production
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Figure 5: Terms of trade, real GDP, emission and consumption response to the carbon
policy shock
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cost to the CO2 price. On the long run, the industries are penalized by losses
of competitiveness. This lead to a disinflation process led by the negative
effect of the decline of industrial activities on household’s revenues (through
wages and returns on saving). As the households are ”impoverishing”, the
domestic prices, tend to go down and the competitiveness is partly restored.
This explains why the terms of trade worsen on the long run. This disin-
flation effect is particulary important in the cases whith no AEEI (scenario
TS) or no deindustrialization (DI), as the lack of energy efficiency gains lead
to very costly adjustment to the carbon price.

The real GDP deviations are presented on Figure 5. Real GDP is com-
puted in terms of purchasing power of foreign goods. Therefore, it is adjusted
by the terms of trade. On the short run, the effect on GDP is very limited.
The GDP even slightly increases, because the negative effects of the tax are
compensated by the improvement of the terms of trade. On the long run,
the effect tends to be negative, with an exponential downward deviation from
the benchmark scenario. As the economy is less competitive there are less
investments in new vintages and less wealth produced in the subsequent pe-
riods. The GDP loss is more pronounced when assuming no AEEI (scenario
TS). In this case, the deviation observed at the end of the model is around
-2.5%. In the scenarios with AEEI (EFF) or deindustrialization (DI), the
negative effect on GDP is substantially lower (around -1%). The exponential
downward deviation from the baseline remains difficult to explain. In any
case, it has to be related to the exponential difference between the counter-
factual and the benchmark CO2 tax.

The carbon tax shock leads to less use of energy input. As the energy
and capital inputs were assumed to be complementary (σ < 1), this has a
negative effect on the marginal productivity of capital, and on the interest
rate (not presented on these graphs). As the interest rate decreases, there
is more incentive to consume and less incentive to save. That is why on the
short run, the carbon tax shock leads to an increase in consumption (see
Figure 5). On the longer run, however, revenue effects are playing and con-
sumption declines as households resources decrease. The trajectory of the
decline depends on the benchmark scenario assumed. In the case where sec-
toral changes or AEEI limit the energy consumption, the downward shift is
substantially delayed. But it is rather brutal when the benchmark scenario
assumes a high energy intensity (TS scenario).
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Figure 6: Imports and export of is and ns good response to the policy shock
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The effect of the carbon policy shock on external trade is shown on Figure
6. The shock leads to a decrease of exports of energy-intensive products.
This decrease begins before the shock, because of the decrease in supply re-
lated to the anticipation of the shock (as explained previously). When the
shock occurs, the decrease in exports is not dramatic, as it was anticipated
by the industry. Then the exports decrease continuously. On the long run,
the terms of trade effect is not sufficient to restore the competitiveness of
the domestic energy-intensive products and exports are still worsening. The
effect on energy-intensive products exports is significantly lower when the as-
sumed AEEI (scenario EF) limits the effect of the carbon tax on prices. The
difference observed between the TS and DI scenarios comes from the terms
of trade adjustment. The worsening of the terms of trade is less important
in the DI scenario, and therefore, the de-inflation and its positive effect on
exports is less pronounced, while the negative effect of the carbon tax is more
important.
Exports of non energy-intensive products initially decrease because of the
carbon tax shock. Nevertheless, on the long run, they increase because they
are not too much affected by the increase in carbon prices, and exports of
these products benefit from the deterioration of the terms of trade. In other
word, for these products, the terms of trade effect dominates the inflationary
effect of the energy prices.
Because of the trade balance constraints, the drop in exports is not neces-
sarily compensated by an increase in imports. The carbon tax shock tends
to have a negative effect on both imports and exports.

Figure 7 gives the evolution of sectoral output and real gross value added.
By definition, the gross value added includes the taxes and therefore the cost
of CO2. The power generation sector is penalized by the carbon tax shock.
But we see that it decreases slower than the fossil fuel consumption (see
Figure 6). This expresses an increase in the electricity share in energy sup-
ply. Power generation is still less penalized when assuming AEEI (scenario
EF). However, it is noticeable in this case that the increase in the share of
electricity in the energy mix is less pronounced, as the decline of electricity
production and fossil fuel use are closer on the long run, respectively -3%
(Figure 5) and -7% (Figure 7). The gross value added in the electricity sec-
tor increases in the various scenarios, in particular in the EF scenario. It
shows that the price effect outweighs the volume effect. In the scenario with
energy efficiency, however, the disinflation effect of the carbon tax leads to a
decrease of the electric sector value added on the long run.
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Figure 7: Sectorial value added adjustment to the policy shock
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In the TS scenario, output deviations in the electric and energy intensive sec-
tor are of quite similar order14. The output deviation is less pronounced in
the scenarios with energy efficiency as the carbon tax weights less on the do-
mestic and international competitiveness of the energy-intensive sector. The
largest effect is observed in the deindustrialization scenario, because the lack
of competitiveness on the domestic market is combined with limited terms of
trade adjustment. The output is far less affected in the non energy-intensive
sector.
When comparing the carbon tax effect in the energy intensive and non en-
ergy intensive sectors’ gross values added, we see that they are quite similar
on the long run. But indeed, the value added net of the carbon tax differs
significantly (not on the graph). The non energy-intensive sector gross value
added increases on the short run, because of the terms of trade effect, and
also because its products are more demanded on the domestic market to
compensate for the increase in energy-intensive goods prices. On the longer
run, the gross value added loss is due to the effect on domestic demand of
the loss of revenue induced by the decline of the energy intensive sector.
The non energy-intensive sector is not very open to foreign trade and cannot
compensate the decrease in domestic demand by the gains of external com-
petitiveness induced by the degradation of the terms of trade.

6. Conclusion

This paper studies the impact of the choice of a benchmark scenario on
counterfactual policy analysis in dynamic forward-looking CGE models. For
the sake of illustration, the impact of a carbon-price shock on the French econ-
omy is compared for alternative benchmarks that represent different views
on the future of the French economy. These benchmarks are contrasted in
terms of intra-sectoral energy efficiency gains and shares of energy-intensive
activities in the French economy. The results illustrate the dependency of the
response on the choice of the benchmark scenario. In particular, the depen-
dence of the GDP contraction on assumptions about energy efficiency gains
and reshuffling of industrial activities. In addition, we show some effects of
the benchmark scenario on terms-of-trade adjustments.

However, for such a policy analysis, the biggest challenge is the con-
struction of alternative non-stationary benchmark scenarios representing con-

14These sectors have comparable initial fossil fuel intensities since the fossil fuel intensity
of the French electric sector is limited by the very large share of nuclear.
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trasted views of the future. We show that these benchmark scenarios need to
satisfy two conditions. The first condition is relevance, i.e. the consistency
with the modeler’s views on the future. This may require to be consistent
with some external (e.g. institutional) projections to which the modeler
refers. Alternatively, if projections are not available, the definition of rele-
vance might require the daunting task of specifying a full set of conditions
on the prices, quantities and revenues contained in the model.
The second condition is replicability: the benchmark scenario has to be repli-
cable with the general equilibrium model. Equivalently, the scenarios have
to satisfy inter-temporal value and product preserving properties. In a static
setting, these properties are those on which Social Accounting Matrices are
built. In a dynamic model where the value preservation flow property requires
not only intra-temporal but also inter-temporal value preservation, this can
be very difficult to satisfy. For non-stationary scenarios, the set of repli-
cable scenario is non-convex. This non-convexity adds up to the problems
related to the specification of relevant scenarios and makes very complex the
direct computation of benchmark scenarios with mathematical programming.

The only solution to obtain relevant and replicable scenarios is backward
engineering. This procedure, based on the computation of general equilib-
rium models, starts with a stationary calibration. Then, from the stationary
outcomes, some elements are adjusted so as to obtain a non-stationary path
that matches the modeler’s view of the future. The control over the com-
puted benchmark scenario however remains loose.

The efforts for a better computation of benchmark scenarios should be
continued. The heuristic method proposed in this paper is quite rough and
is more a rationalization of what modelers do in practice than a real method
generating and controlling non-stationary scenarios. However, the calibration
problem might be stated in mathematical programming in a different way.
It might be possible to minimize the distance between a benchmark scenario
and an external projection under the replicability constraints. As these repli-
cability constraints represent equilibrium conditions one might think about
using a formulation of the calibration problem in terms of Mathematical
Programming with Equilibrium Constraints (MPEC).
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Appendix A. Notations of the model’s variable

Cj,t Quantity of goods j consumed by the household at time t
DEFt Trade deficit / foreign savings at period t, expressed in current foreign
currency.
E is the sum of discounted household’s consumption expenditures
EMt Total regional CO2 emissions
EXj,t Quantity of goods j exported at time t
EXRt Exchange rate in the economy (value of the foreign currency in Euros)
Ii,t Investment in industry i at time t
IMj,t Quantity of goods j imported at time t
IVi,j,t Quantity of good j used to create capital at period t
Ki,t Stock of capital is sector i at time t
ki,t Stock of capital required by vintage t sector i at time t
Li,t Quantity of labour used in sector i at time t
li,t Quantity of labour used by the new vintage in sector i at period t
LTOt Overall quantity of labour at time t
ltot Overall quantity of labour used in new vintages period t
Pj,t Price of good j at time t
PDj,t Price of the domestic good j at time t
PDWj,t Present value of the international price of the domestic product j at
time t
PDWCj,t Current value of the international price of the domestic product j
at time t
PIj,t Import price of good j at time t
PIWj,t Present value of the international price of foreign product j at time
t in foreign currency
PIWCj,t Current value of the international price of foreign product j at time
t in foreign currency
PRt Aggregated profits in the domestic economy at time t
PUt Marginal utility of revenue at time t
PVi,t Purchase price of one unit of capital from sector i at time t
Rt Interest rate of the economy at period t
RKi,t Gross rental rate of capital in sector i on period t
St Domestic households’ saving on period t
TAXm,t Present-value tax on commodity m at period t
Ut Instantaneous household’s utility quantity at time t
Wi,t Wage in sector i at time t
WTt Index value of wage at time t
Xi,j,t Intermediary consumption of good j by industry i at time t
xi,j,t Intermediary consumption of good j by vintage t in industry i at time t
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Yj,t Quantity of goods j supplied at time t
Zi,t Domestic production in sector i at time t
zi,t Capacity of equipment period t vintage in sector i at time t
ZDj,t Domestic demand for good j at time t

Appendix B. Technologies and labor supply with putty-clay func-
tions and exponential decay

Appendix B.1. Production with vintage: zero-profit condition and conditional
factor demand

We consider that the total production is the sum of the output of different
vintages with exponential decay. The inputs and outputs corresponding to
each vintage are noted in small letters. The cost-minimization problem of
the firm with the putty-clay production function:

min
Xi,Ki,Li

∑
t

[∑
j∈Ji

Pj,tXi,j,t +RKi,tKi,t +Wi,tLi,t

]
Zi,t+1 = zi,t+1 + (1− δ)Zi,t

Xi,j,t+1 = xi,j,t+1 + (1− δ)Xi,j,t

Ki,t+1 = ki,t+1 + (1− δ)Ki,t

Li,t+1 = li,t+1 + (1− δ)Li,t
Ft(xi,1,t, . . . , xi,J,t, ki,t, li,t) = zi,t (λ(z),t)

(B.1)

At equilibrium, the dual variable λt is equal to the output market price PDi,t.
The problem ( B.1) can be re-written as:

min
Xi,Ki,Li

∑
t

mt

[∑
j

∑
n≥0

Pj,txi,j,t−n(1− δ)n +
∑
n≥0

RKi,tki,t−n(1− δ)n

+
∑
n≥0

Wi,tLi,t−n(1− δ)n
]

(B.2)

Ft(xi,1,t, . . . , xi,J,t, ki,t, li,t) = zi,t (PDi,t)

If rearranging the terms in the sum, the problem can be transformed in:

min
xi,ki,li

∑
t

[∑
j∈Ji

P ′j,txi,j,t +RK ′i,tki,t +W ′
i,tli,t

]
(B.3)

Ft(xi,1,t, . . . , xi,J,t, ki,t, li,t) = zi,t (PD′i,t)
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This problem is equivalent to solving separately T independent problem of
the form:

min
xi,ki,li

[∑
j∈Ji

P ′j,txi,j,t +RK ′i,tki,t +W ′
i,tli,t

]
(B.4)

Ft(xi,1,t, . . . , xi,J,t, ki,t, li,t) = zi,t (PD′i,t)

The prices noted with ′ are indexes of future prices defined as:

P ′j,t =
∑

m=0,...,T−t−1

(1− δ)mPj,t+m + Pj,TPj,T−1/(Pj,T−1 − Pj,T (1− δ))

PD′i,t =
∑

m=0,...,T−t−1

(1− δ)mPDi,t+m + PDi,TPDi,T−1/(PDi,T−1 − PDi,T (1− δ))

RK ′i,t =
∑

m=0,...,T−t−1

(1− δ)mRKi,t+m +RKi,TRKi,T−1/(RKi,T−1 −RKi,T (1− δ))

W ′
i,t =

∑
m=0,...,T−t−1

(1− δ)mWi,t+m +Wi,TWi,T−1/(Wi,T−1 −Wi,T (1− δ))

(B.5)

These indexes take into account not only the current price, but also the
sum of discounted prices weighted by the decay of the vintage at the corre-
sponding period (first right-hand terms). The sum of future prices in post-
terminal periods is approximated. This proxy (the second right-hand term)
is made assuming that the discount factor is stable after T and that the (non-
discounted) prices growth rate between T − 1 and T is infinitely repeated
after T .

There are no inter-temporal constraints in the problems (B.4). The cost-
minimization behaviour of the producer with vintages and exogenous scrap-
ping time can be solved as a set of independent static cost-minimization
problems by considering in each subproblem prices derived from the current
and expected market prices using formula (B.5).

Finally, the decision of the final good producer with the putty-clay pro-
duction function can be seen as a set of independent static production de-
cisions with the CES technology corresponding and indexes of future prices.
This allows us to cast the vintage problem in the textbook formulation of pro-
ducer behavior with flexible technologies. If the production function is CES,
the analytical computation of conditional factor demands can be directly
derived from the many existing textbook examples that deal with flexible
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technologies. In particular, in the case of the production function defined
in (13), at each period, the conditional factor demand can be derived from
Varian (1992):

Xi,j,t+1 = Xi,j,t(1− δ) + ai,j,t+1

(
PD′i,t+1

P ′j,t+1

)σi
zi,t+1, j ∈ Ji

Ki,t+1 = Ki,t(1− δ) + ai,K,t+1

(
PD′i,t+1

R′t+1

)σi
zi,t+1

Li,j,t+1 = Li,j,t(1− δ) + ai,L,t+1

(
PD′i,t+1

W ′
i,t+1

)σi
zi,t+1

(B.6)

And the zero profit condition is:

PD′1−σii,t =
∑
j∈Ji

aσi(prod),i,j,tP
′1−σi
j,t + aσi(prod),i,K,tRK

′1−σi
i,t + aσi(prod),i,L,tW

′1−σi
i,t , t ≥ 1

Appendix B.2. Household Labor supply

In order to maximize their consumption, the households allocate their
labor among the different sectors so as to maximize the sum of discounted
wages. They solve the problem:

max
∑
t≥1

Wi,tLi,t

¯LTOt+1 = ¯LTOt(1− δ) + ¯ltot+1, t < T

Li,t+1 = Li,t(1− δ) + li,t+1

¯ltot =

[∑
i

a(labor),i,tl
σL+1

σL
i,t

] σL
σL+1

(λ(lto),t)

At equilibrium, the dual variable λ(lto),t is equal respectively to the value of
the wage aggregate WTt.
Similarly to the cost-minimizing problem of the producer with vintages (equa-
tion B.1), this problem of labor supply can solved as t independent problems
of the form:

max
t≥1

W ′
i,tli,t

¯ltot =

[∑
i

a(labor),i,tl
σL+1

σL
i,t

] σL
σL+1

(WT ′t)

By parallelism with equation B.1, we can derive the conditional labor supply
function of the households:

Li,t+1 = (1− δ)Li,t + aσi(prod),i,L,tW
′−σi
i,t PD′σii,t zi,t+1 i = e, is, ns
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And the zero profit condition for labor supply:

WT ′1+σL
t =

∑
i

a−σL(labor),i,tW
′1+σL
i,t , t ≥ 1

With WT ′t the index of total wage, defined as:

WT ′i,t =
∑

m=0,...,T−t−1

(1− δ)mWTi,t+m +WTi,TWTi,T−1/(WTi,T−1 −WTi,T (1− δ))

(B.7)

Appendix C. The model’s equations

Appendix C.1. Household’ budget balance

Households’ consumptions expenditures HCt and the savings St are equal
to household’s revenue. The households’ revenue is made of wages, rents
from capital net profits (PRt), the lump-sum transfers of the carbon tax
revenues, and the deficit of the trade balance (often labeled foreign savings).
We assume that ¯DEF t, the present-value of the trade balance deficit (or
foreign savings) at period t is exogenous. It is expressed in terms of foreign
currencies and therefore must be converted to Euros using the endogenous
exchange rate ERt. The budget constraint of the representative household
is:

HCt + St =∑
i

RKi,tKi,t +
∑
i

Wi,tLi,t + ¯DEF tEXRt + er · IMf,t · PUt · TAXco2,t + PRt

Profits less carbon tax are:

PRt =
∑
i,t

[
PDi,tZi,t − Li,tWi,t −RKi,tKi,t −

∑
j∈Ji

Pj,tXi,j,t

]

Note that the vintage structure of capital does not rule out non-zero profits
at some periods, despite the constant return to scale in for the specification
of each generation of technologies.

Appendix C.2. Zero profit conditions

On the composition of the consumption basket:

PU1−σC
t =

∑
j

aσC(cons),j,tP
1−σC
j,t t ≥ 1
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On the production from a new vintage, for i = e, is, ns:

PD′1−σii,t =
∑
j∈Ji

aσi(prod),i,j,tP
′1−σi
j,t + aσi(prod),i,K,tRK

′1−σi
i,t + aσi(prod),i,L,tW

′1−σi
i,t , t ≥ 1

On the labor composite:

W ′1−σL
t =

∑
i

a−σL(labor),i,tW
′1+σL
i,t , t ≥ 1

The end-user price of fossil fuel is equal to the price of imported fossil fuels
plus the carbon tax cost; the end-use cost of electricity is equal to the price
of the electricity produced:

Pf,t = ERt · PIWf,t + er · PUt · TAXco2,t, t ≥ 1

Pe,t = PDe,t

On the production of capital goods:

PVi,t = a(capital),i,is,tPis,t + a(capital),i,ns,tPns,t i = e, is, ns, t ≥ 1

On the composition of the Armington good:

P 1−σY,i
i,t = aσY,i(dom),i,tPD

1−σY,i
i,t + aσY,i(for),i,tPI

1−σY,i
i,t i = is, ns, t ≥ 1

On the inter-temporal transfer of investment goods;

PVi,t = RKi,t + PVi,t+1(1− δ) i = e, is, ns, t ≥ 1

On the inter temporal transfer of consumption:

PUt+1(1 +Rt) = PUt, t ≥ 1

Since there are no transaction costs and no tariffs, the present-value in-
ternational commodity price adjusted by the exchange rate is equal to the
present-value of the commodity price in the domestic market:

PIj,t = EXRt · PIWj,t j = f, is, ns

PDj,t = EXRt · PDWj,t j = is, ns

The present value international commodity prices of export are deduced from
their current value using PUt as a discount factor.

PIWj,t = PUt · PIWCj,t j = f, is, ns

PDWj,t = PUt · PDWCj,t j = is, ns
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Appendix C.3. Conditional demand conditions

As written in Equation (21), the period t present-value consumption ex-
penditure of a household represents a fraction βt of its total present value
expenditures.

βtE = HCt, t ≥ 1

At a period t, the household’s Marshallian demand of good j is:

Cj,t = aσC(cons),j,tP
−σC
j,t PUσC−1

t HCt, t ≥ 1

The conditional labor supply by the households derived is computed in Ap-
pendix B.2 as:

Li,t = (1− δ)Li,t + a−σL(labor),i,t+1W
′σL
i,t+1WT ′−σLt+1 l̄tt+1

The conditional demand for intermediate consumption is computed in Ap-
pendix B.1 as:

Li,t+1 = (1− δ)Li,t + aσi(prod),i,L,tW
′−σi
i,t PD′σii,tmzi,t+1 i = e, is, ns

Ki,t+1 = (1− δ)Ki,t + aσi(prod),i,K,tRK
′−σi
i,t PD′σii,tmzi,t+1 i = e, is, ns

Xi,j,t+1 = (1− δ)Xi,j,t + aσi(prod),i,j,tP
′−σi
j,t PD′σii,tmzi,t+1 i = e, is, ns

The conditional demand of inputs to produce capital goods is proportional
to the production of capital goods (as the capital goods are produced by a
Leontieff technologies)

IVi,j, = a(capital),i,j,tIi,t i = e, is, ns. j = is, ns, t ≥ 1

The conditional demand for domestic and foreign goods are:

ZDj,t = a
σY,j
(dom),j,tP

σY,j
j,t PD

−σY,j
j,t Yj,t j = is, ns, t ≥ 1

IMj,t = a
σY,j
(for),j,tP

σY,j
j,t PI

−σY,j
j,t Yj,t j = is, ns, t ≥ 1

The total supply of products i is equal to the production from the new vintage
and the remaining part of the old vintages.

Zi,t+1 = Zi,t(1− δ) + zi,t+1

The capital sock in t + 1 is equal to the remaining part of the capital plus
investments

Ki,t+1 = Ki,t(1− δ) + Ii,t

Foreign supply function (supply for import) and foreign demand of domestic
goods (demand for exports) were given by equations (17 and 18).
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Appendix C.4. Market clearing conditions

The import of fossil fuels is equal to fossil fuel use (household’s and in-
termediate consumption).

IMf,t = Cf,t +
∑

i=e,is,ns

Xi,f,t, t ≥ 1

Electricity production is equal to electricity use (household’s and intermedi-
ate consumption).

Ze,t = Ce,t +
∑
i=is,ns

Xi,e,t, t ≥ 1

The supply of is and ns goods is equal to the use (household’s and interme-
diate consumption plus investment).

Yis,t = Cis,t +Xis,ns,t +
∑

i=e,is,ns

IVi,is,t, t ≥ 1

Yns,t = Cns,t +Xns,is,t +
∑

i=e,is,ns

IVi,ns,t, t ≥ 1

The market must clear for is and ns domestic products (supply equal domestic
demand plus exports).

Zi,t = ZDi,t + EXi,t i = is, ns, t ≥ 1

Appendix C.5. Initial conditions

The base-year prices (Pj,0, PDj,0, PIj,0, PVi,0, Wi,0, W0, RKi,0) and
the base-year quantities (CC0, Cj,0, Yj,0, Zj,0, ZDj,0, IMj,0, Xi,j,0, Ki,0, Li,0,
L0, Ii,0, IVi,j,0) are given.
The fossil international fossil-fuel price is exogenous, i.e. PIWCf,t) is given.
In addition, for the scaling of the model, we set the PU1 equal to 1. It is
possible to check for the homogeneity of the model w.r.t. to PU1.

Appendix C.6. Model closure and the Walras law

The model is closed by equating domestic and foreign saving (trade
deficit) to investment:

St + PUt · EXRt · ¯DEF t =
∑
i

PVi,tIi,t

If all the market-clearing conditions of section hold and if the other general
equilibrium conditions are met, the last market, which is the market for
foreign capital clears. The trade deficit is financed by the flow of foreign
capital, i.e. equation (19) is satisfied.
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Appendix D. Computation of the scaling factors from a bench-
mark scenario

Scaling factors (a) Scaling factor formula

a(prod),i,j,t =
P̄ ′j,tx̄i,j,t
¯PD
′
i,tz̄i,t

(
z̄i,t
x̄i,j,t

)
σi−1

σi

a(prod),i,K,t =
R̄K
′
i,tk̄i,t

¯PD
′
i,tz̄i,t

(
z̄i,t
k̄i,t

)
σi−1

σi

a(prod),i,L,t =
W̄ ′i,tli,t
¯PD
′
i,tz̄i,t

(
z̄i,t
l̄i,t

)
σi−1

σi

a(cap),i,is,t =
Īi,is,t
¯IV i,t

a(cap),i,ns,t =
Īi,ns,t

¯IV i,t

a(dom),j,t =
¯PDi,tZ̄Di,t
P̄i,tȲi,t

(
Ȳi,t
Z̄Di,t

)
σY,i−1
σY,i

a(for),j,t =
P̄ Ii,t ¯IM i,t

P̄i,tȲi,t
(
Ȳi,t
¯IM i,t

)
σY,i−1
σY,i

a(im),j,t =
¯IMj,t
¯PIWCj,t

σIM,j

a(ex),j,t =
ĒXj,t

¯PDWCj,t

−σEX,j

βt = H̄Ct
Ē

a(cons),j,t = (
C̄j,t
H̄Cj,t

)1/σC,j P̄U

1−σC,j
σC,j

t P̄j,t

a(labor),i,t =
W̄ ′i,t l̄i,t

W̄T
′
t

¯ltot
(W̄T t
W̄i,t

)−σL−1

Table D.7: Formula to compute the scaling factors from a benchmark scenario
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